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Because Great Majority of Moved Visibly by Closing Admission That Attorney Gen Passengers on Street Car One Hundred and Thirty Six High Honors Paid
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of the United
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Summary
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Defendant Never Wronged Any Secretary of Interior Had Not Secure Booty Estimated From Gas Prevents Rescuers From Course of Modern Civilization
Been Candidate for Cabinet
Man Says His
$ 1,500 to $2,000 Arizona
Described in Learned HisReaching Unfortunate ImPlace.
Incident.
toric Oration.
Attorney.
prisoned Employes.

Ex-

Kansas city, .lo., Alay 12. .Jurors
wept today when Attorney Frank P.
Walsh delivered the first closing ad-- j
dress in behalf of Dr. B. C. Hyde on
charged with the murder of Colo- liel Thomas Swope. Mr. Walsh devot-- ;
ed much time to denouncing the state
for intimating that Mrs. Hyde lied on
the witness stand in order to save her
husband's life. This statement, he
said, practically painted the defendant's wife as an accomplice of her
husband in crimes the state avers he
committed.
Members of the Swope
family and others he charged, had
twisted their testimony to suit the
needs of the prosecution. The whole
case, in fact, be said was based upon
suspicions, minora and enniectnres.
As for Dr. Hyde, Mr. Walsh insisted
he had never wronged any man. "Do
you want to take the filthy suggestion
that it was a pleasure to this man to
see Colonel Swope die that he might
get his dirty money?" asked Mr.

a

Roose-ieeturTheodore
Berlin, May
Seattle,
Wash., May 12. Three
Manchester, Eng., May 12. An ex-in the Wellington coal mine at. veil delivered his
today on
highwaymen held up a car on the
t the Uni- South Park line of the Seattle Elec- While Haven last night entombed 136 "The World Movement,"
tric Company shortly after on tiiis miners. Rescue parties todav reached verity of Berlin, and received fron?
o.
morning and escaped with money and four men but were prevented by gas the University the honorary degree
other valuables estimated to be be- - from reaching the point where most (Doctor of Philosophy. Emperor Will-o- f
the men are imprisoned. There is iam was present. It was the first
twe en $l.."iiin and $2,n()ti. Twenty pastime the emperor had graced a eon- in icauon mat tne inner wonevery
bandits
on
were
the
the
sengers
ear,
ferment wiih his presence, and the
on
mine
colare
of
the
fire.
The
ings
boarded just after it left the business
t
section of the city. The bandits re- - liery is owned by the Earl of Lonsdale courtesy is significant in view of
in
is
court
German
bethe
that
and
five
miles
the
extend
workings
subpoena will be issued for Mr. Wick- mained quietly iu their seats until the
ersham.
car slopped at Spokane avenue H'estle. neath the sea. The pot where the mourning for King Edward.
The Address.
Frank Explanation.
Then suddenly drawing revolvers they; miners are imprisoned is about three
before
Berlin. May 12. Speaking
Mr. Wickersham said: "This sum- lined up the passengers, conductor miles from the main exit.
the University of Berlin today Colonel
mary necessarily was made up after- and motorman, and one man took the
Roosevelt, took as the subject matter
ward and properly bore the date upon valuables, as one by one the passeng- CENSUS ENUMERATOR
FINDS OLDEST MAN. 'of his lecture "The World Movement".
which the matter it contained was ers
forward.
stepped
Colonel Roosevelt said:
considered by the President. There
Hold-Uin Arizona.
is no history about the matter
a Hermit Near Grand
Cherokee
and
"The play of new forces is as eviBill,
ban-12.
j
Two
Phoenix, Ariz., May
Junction, Colo., Claims to Be
dent in tile moral and spiritual world
nothing which may not be freely dits without masks held up train No.
112 Years Old.
as in the world of the mind and the
stated.
10 of the Arizona Eastern railroad a
Forces for good and forces for
body.
Did
Posi
Not
Cabinet
Want
Ballinger
mile from this city last night, and after
Grand Junction, Colo., May 12. The evil are everywhere evident,
each
tion.
to
the
robbing the passengers escaped
man said to be the oldest, citizen in acting with a hundred or a thousand
12.
a
to
Rising
Washington, May
desert, presumably on the way- to t llii tfltn
fnnnri
Pr;uil.- - Thnrnn. fold the
intensity with which it acted
question of personal privilege Senator Mexico. One passenger was almost i
111
a
census
me
in
.son,
enumerator
former
ages. Over the whole earth
to
Piles of Washington, explained
Walsh.
;
,
scalped by a blow from a
growo
ui . iieioier ijin, living 111 a bllian the swing of the pendulum
the Senate the circumstances under butt.
cabin near the local water plant.
more
more
the
and
rapid,
mainspring
rehad
which Secretary Ballinger
out with
were started
Posses
DRUNKEN DEBAUCH
s near as he can recall he is 1 2 ' toils and spreads at a rate constantly
ENDED BY KILLING. ceived his appointment as secretary of Indian trailers from the Sacaton res
old, and brings clearlv to mind quickening, the whole world moveyears
the interior and also those under ervation in the hope of capturing the
events
of that period recorded in lo- ment is of constantly accelerating veJames Donovan Shot by Deputy Sher which he had been appointed com- robbers before they cross the line.
cal
before the white men dis- locity.
history
missioner of the general land office.
The bandits appeared just after the
iff R .J. McCart at Hachita,
"In this movement there are signs
the
Indians in the west and
placed
The explanation was called forth by train left Maricopa. They did not southwestern
Grant County.
of much that bodes ill. The machinof this section.
part
James Donovan was shot and in the intimation of Attorney Brandeis, molest the mail or express cars, con- Cherokee Bill knows no other name. ery is so highly geared, the tension
L. R. Glavis, at the
fining their operations to the passen- In boyhood he was a friend and com- and strain are so great the effort and
stantly killed Tuesday night by Deputy counsel for
investigation that Mr. ers.
Sheriff R. J. McCart, at Hachita, Grant
panion of the red man, hunted and the output: have alike so increased,
as commisDeputy Sheriff Ralph Sturgis of tisned with him and on many occa- that there is cause to dread the ruin
Ballinger's
appointment
county, who was attempting to arrest
sioner had been influenced by Mr. Gila county was in the smoking ear sions, according to his stories told that would come from any great acci-('- ,
him.
of persons who with Attorney General Wright and Thompson, was forced to stand with
nt, from any breakdown, and also
Donavan had been on a prolonged Piles at the instance
were interested in the Cunningham another deputy sheriff when the Tob- - him in fighting the enemy in order to the ruin that may come from the mere
debauch and when he was refused
bers ordered hands up. The officers save his own life. He saw Halley's wearing out of the machine itself. The
cases.
more liquor in the saloon of J. B. coal
thought, at first it was a play made comet on its trip to the earth in 1837 only previous civilization with which
in
man
state
"No
of
the.
Washington
Hill, he became enraged and left the
our modern civilization can be in any
some passengers, and did not real and talks interestingly of it.
by
saloon with the remark:
"I will go or elsewhere ever suggested to me that ize that
were aboul to be robbed
is that period of
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should
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came
He
here
Judge Ballinger
years ago, living way
and get my gun and smoke you out."
Graeeo-Romacivilization
to
shoot
until
threatened
bandits
the
extending,
for either position," said Mr. Piles. He
the life of a hermit during most of
He returned with, a
rifle and
said that sOme time 'before the ap- l'ihfcy made motion toward their the time. His age was recorded as say, from the Athens of Themistoeles
to the Rome of Marcus Aurelius.
shot at Hill through the window, nar
of a commissioner, Presi- own weapons. One passenger was 112, based on stories told by him
rowly missing him. He then barricad- pointment
Many of the forces and tendencies
slow
valuables
in
his
and
teldelivering
which
convinced
enumerator
the
the
Roosevelt's
dent
private secretary
were then at work are at work
which
ed himself in one of the
revolver.
on
a
with
was
head
hit
the
old frontiersman is about that old.
him to come to the White
now.
in the rear of the saloon and when the ephoned
luxury, and refineKnowledge,
House. He said when he arrived After taking about $100 from the
wide
material
sheriff arrived and ordered him to
ment,
conquests, territwo
robbers
of
coaches
the
him if he passengers
PENNSYLVANIA TRAIN
a vast scale,
torial
on
administration
come out, he stepped out of the door, there the President asked
forced the brakeman to stop the train
knew Judge Ballinger well.
GOES
an increase in the mastery of mechanshooting at the sheiff four times, all
were
horses
their
where
at
a
point
"I responded that I did," said Mr.
ical appliances and in applied science
shots going wild.
tied.
"and he questioned me con
as
ill these mark our civilization
Piles,
12.
men
Three
orPa.,
May
Pittsburg,
Railroad
officials
McCart returned the fire, firing four
immediately
his character. 1 told him
civiliza
wonderful
marked
the
they
were
cerning
and
other
several
fatally injured
dered their section foremen out with
shorts, three of which took effect. The what I
thought of him, and he said posses and a band of trailers from the passengers and trainmen badly hurt tion that nourished in the Mediterrafirst shot struck Donavan in the left
nean lands twenty centuries ago; and
that if Mr.
was started in pur- and many persons were severely bruisarm, the other two entering his left would not beBallinger's appointment
to me he Indian reservation
they preceded the downfall of the old
west-bounobjectionable
a
when
ed
and
shaken
suit.
breast, one of which pierced the heart, would be
er civilization.
Yet the differences
to have me wire him,
Cleveland-Pittsburglad
passenger train on the
Posses Take Up Trail.
causinug instant death.
are many, and some of them are quite
because as he said, Secretary Garfield,
division
rail
of
the
Pennsylvania
Donavan was about 32 years of age. who had been a schoolmate of Ballin
as striking as the similarities. The
Phoenix, Ariz., May 12. Posses to
was derailed and went over a
His home is said to be near Big ger, was most anxious to obtain his day found the trail of the five bandits road
fact that the old civilization
near Al- single
embankment
was mased upon slavery shows the
who last night held up train number fourteen foot
Springs, Texas.
services."
16 of the Arizona Eastern
chasm that separates the two. Let
railroad liance, Ohio, today.
told ihe
Mr. Piles said he had
me point out one further and very
near
the
and
robbed
here
passengers
in
President he would take pleasure
of a thousand dollars. The trail was
significant difference in the develop
forwarding the telegram, but he did picked up near Casa Grande, the robment of the two civilizations, a differ
E
would
not believe that Mr. Ballinger
ence so obvious that it is astonishing
bers having made camp at Sweetwater
abandon the law business to accept Flats
trict, third at $1,563,098.
that it has not been dwelt upon by
It is believed that
today.
early
the office.
San Francisco will pay
men of letters.
one of the bandits is Floyd Armenta,
FATE
OF
"He asked me to urge him strongly", who
of a million tax and the St. Louis
"One of the prime dangers of civilibroke
at
Maricopa
recently
jail
continued Mr. Piles, "because he said and who
districts $675,666.
zation has always been its tendency
had also escaped from the
he really needed such a man in that Whittier, California, Reform school.
The Montana district sent in the
to cause the loss of the virile fighting
largest number or returns, 11,372, That Some Men Are Wild office. Complying with the President's
virtues, of the fighting edge. WThen
of
and
Wife
The
Daughter
but the assessments aggregated only
request I sent a telegram strongly urg- MAY RIVAL GREAT
men get too comfortable and lead too
When Away From
New Mexico made 1,850
$264,261.
Steamer's Owner Are
ing Mr. Ballinger's acceptance. On the
luxurious lives there is always dan1882 IN SIZE,
COMET
OF
assessments $73,717; the
next day I received a message from
returns,
ger lest the softness eat like an acid
Home
Drowned
thiTd Texas district 2,734 returns: as:
Mr. Ballinger declining the appointinto their manliness of fiber. The
sessments $214,786, and the fourth
ment. Wrhen I showed the telegram Halley's Celestial Visitor Will Not Be
barbarian, because of the very condias Brilliant Next Week as it is
Texas district 2,673 returns, assess- BANKERS FINED IN EL PASO to the President he said that Mr. Baltions of his life, is forced to keep and
CATASTROPHE ON MISSISSIPPI
at Present.
ments $179,015.
develop certain hardy qualities which
linger's refusal was very regrettable,
Dam in White Rock Canon.
the man of civilization tends to lose,
because both he and Mr. Garfield
San Jose, Cal., May 12. Director
Washington, May 12. With the Raided
whether he be clerk, factory hand,
wanted him for the position. He addPolice
While
Witness
by
$30,000,000 . in Irrigation certificates
ed that he himself would wire Mr. Campbell of the Lick observatory is Packet Boat Saltillo Strikes Hid merchant or even a certain type of
ing an Exaggerated Salome
practically assured, central New Mex
farmer. Now I will not assert that In
den Rock and Goes
Ballinger and I understood that both sued the following statement:
ico may get $9,000,000 for a project in
modern civilized society these tenDance.
he and Secretary Garfield had sent
Halley's comet is the most conDown.
White Rock canon.
dencies have been wholly overcome;
with him to accept spicuous comet since that of Septem
pleading
telegrams
Delegate Cameron made a. telling
but there has been a much more sucEl Paso, Texas, May 12. The El the appointment, although such act ber and October, 1882, and the chances
St. Louis, Mo., May 12. Thirteen cessful effort to overcome them than
speech before the house committee on
a few days it will
in
that
are
sacrifice."
a
entail
good
of
personal
might
full
is
today
territories in favor of the Phoenix Paso police register
Two or three days later, Mr. Piles surpass in apparent size the great person, seven of them passengers, was the case in the early civilizations.
John Does and Richard Roes and the
bond issue tor a lighting plant.
"What is the lesson to us today?
he received a message from Mr. comet of 1882.
lost their lives in the Mississippi
said,
dol
five
chief of police holds several
we to go the way of the older
Are
33
Owing to opposition of attorneys
Curtis
"Astronomer
photographed
as the result of the packet boat
as appearance Ballinger announcing his acceptance
river,
The immense increase
civilizations?
Chambers, of Phoenix, and others from lar bills deposited
exbecause of the urgency of the Presi- degrees of the tail and nearly this
Los Angeles, the bill was forced over bonds by married men whose real
City of Saltillo striking a rock last in the area of civilized activity today,
to
eye,
was
unassisted
visible
the
tent
dent.
to another day lor a further hearing. names would be recognized as promi
night and' foundering in reach of shore so that it is nearly coterminous with
"These are the facts, the absolute The diameter of the tail at a point 15, at
miles south the world's surface; the immense inGlen Park, twenty-fou- r
Cameron's bill establishing a bureau nent in financial circles of the state
verified by 000,000 miles out from the head was of
be
would
and
facts,
Texas
they
the
nation.
Last
and
St. Louis. Among the dear are Miss crease in the multitudinous variety of
night
of mines in the interior department
and
miles. As the earth
Anna Rhea of Nashville, Tenn., and its activities; the immense increase
with several unimportant amendments Bankers Association held a banquet. Mr. Roosevelt under oath," asserted 1,900,000
comet will pass each other on the Mrs. Isaac T. Rhea of
senator.
the
feawas
one
of
the
A
dance
Salome
Nashville, Tenn in the velocity of the world movepassed the house.
In respect to the appointment of Mr. evening of May 18 with a relative ve The boat left St. Louis last
tures. During its progress, the police
night with ment are all these to mean merely
and fifty miles twenty-seve- n
a crew of that the crash will be all the more
chief and five men with a patrol wag- Ballinger as secretary by President locity of between forty
passengers,
ROMANCE THAT REMINDS
Taft Mr. Piles said it was through the per second, the earth will be approx thirty and a heavy cargo. The river
and terrible when it comes?
OF SWEET LAVENDER on appeared, and all who failed to es
that he had received his imately ten hours in passing through is high and filled with driftwood by complete
denewspapers
and
to
station
the
rode
We cannot be certain that the answer
police
cape
a
it was de- first intimation that such appointment the tail, provided the present dimen the annual spring rise. Near Glen vi'l be in the negative; but of this we
Sweethearts Before Breaking Out of posited fiver each. Today,
sions remain essentially unchanged.
was a might be made.
matter
Park it encountered .shoreward a draw ci.n be
entire
the
that
that we shall not go
clared,
Civil War Are Finally Married
Ballinsaw
"The observer should have no dif and in spite of the frantic efforts of down in certain,
"I
Judge
subsequently
banklocal
the
ruin
we deserve and
unless
by
joke
perpetrated
in Historic Stamford.
turned com ctrn our end. There is no necessity
about fifty Texas bankers ger," he said, "and aked him if he ficulty in obtaining an excellent view pilots and engineers,
but
ers,
Stamford, uonn., May 12. A ro have
home short five dollars desired the appointment of secretary. of tthe comet a short distance above pletely around and swung onto a hid for us to fall; we can hew out our
be- den rock.
New each. gone
mance, a typical
The boat soon sank in destiny for ourselves if only we have
The money will go to charity, He replied he did not, explaining that the east point of the horizon just
he hoped that his friend, Mr. Gar- fore the break of dawn."
England romance of half a century':
twenty feet of water. The collision the wit and the courage and the honSubseThe comet will not so brilliant in and sinking were so sudden that the esty.
duration, culminated today in the mar ROOSEVELT BOOKED FOR
field, would be
the
was
to
I
Mr.
heard
evening sky next week as it is at passengers had no time to get the life
Is Optimistic.
riage, of Miss Emily Brown Stamford
Ballinger
POLITICAL SPEECH. quently
a school teacher, to Norman Provost
preservers. The dead women were
Cincinnati, May 12. According to a be called into the cabinet, but wnen present in the early morning sky.
"Personally, I do not believe that
Lunatic Prays to Comet.
the wife and daughter of Isaac T. our civilization will fall. I think that
The courtship began before the Civil letter from JoCin Hays Hammond, I spoke to my colleague, SenatorTones
war. The two were sweethearts when president of the National League of on the subject, I found he had not
Pueblo, Colo., May 12. Martin
Rhea, president of the St. Louis and on the whole we have grown better
a smelter laborer, was ar- Tennessee River Packet Company, and not worse. I think that on the
the war broke out, and Mr. Provost en Republican Clubs, Colonel Roosevelt been consulted any more than I had
listed in the Union army. They had will make his first political speech been. We came to the conclusion that rested on the street while engaged in owner of the boat.
whole the future holds more for us
so than even the great past has held.
been engaged ever since, but post since he left the White House, on June the selection of a cabinet officer was praying to Halley's comet in a voice
Only one body was recovered,
that could be heard several blocks. He far, that of Mrs. Rhea. The river is
poned the marriage from time to time 22 at the biennial meeting of clubs at
for various reasons.
on
was placed in an insane ward.
New York City.
being dragged.
(Continued on Page Three.)
(Continued
Page Eight.)

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, May 12. The
Senate committee on judiciary this
afternoon heard speeches against and
on behalf of the confirmation of Judged
John R. McFie as associate justice of
the territorial supreme court. Attorney R. H. Hanna reviewed a long
printed document and devoted the latter half of his harangue to Hon. T. B.
Catron whom he denounced in unmeasured terms'. A man named Wagcommittee
ner appeared before tl
i'nd asserted that Mel . was
and that all the cn and wom..s. signed peof them,
hundreds
en,
titions, letters and te't Mains in behalf of Judge McFie, wtrc
Chairman Clark thereupon suggested r.iat the judge was at least
not inferior to the other people.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron then made
a scorching reply to Hanna and Wagner. Judge Mann declared that the
had served five years on the bench
with Judge McFie and that the latter
had the respect of all the good peoColonel E. W.
ple of New Mexico.
Dobpon closed with a tel'.ing address
for McFie.
conThe Senate today promptly
tinued the appointment of Miss Lucy
P. Waring to be postmaster at Aztec,
Sxt. .ft an county.
Representatice Stephens of Texas
offered an amendment to the Indian
bill that the President and the state,
of Texas, each, appoint a commissioner to adjust the boundary between
New Mexico and Texas, the object being to take about a million acres from
tin eastern part of New Mexico to
annex it to Texas. The Pennsylvania
delegation, however, effectively blocked the attempted steal. Butler, Re-p- i
Llican, of Pennsylvania, made the
point of order that the amendment
was not germane, and a debate that
will fill thirty columns of the ConRepregressional Record, ensued.
a
sentative Burke of Pennsylvania,
brother of Postmaster Burke at Santa
Fe, who was in the chair, finally ruled
that the amendment not being germane was not in order. It was a splendid parliamentary victory for Delegate
W. H. Andrews and the Pennsylvania
Republican delegation.
New Mexico Contributes $73,717.
Washington, May 12. As was ex
pected, the second New York internal
revenue, collection district, comprising Manhattan, lying south of West
Twenty-fourt- h
street, will pay the
largest assessment under the corporation tax, amounting to $3,274,748.
The first Illinois, Chicago, district
will pay the next highest, the assessment being $2,286,786, with the twenty-third
Pennsylvania, Pittsburg dis
-
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Pinchot committee
today, Attorney
General Wickersham admits that his
summary to the President of the
Glavis charges was antedated, as
bv
charged
Attorney Brandeiss.
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WHO ARE SICKLY

MIL UfllLI

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of MothTHE OLD FOLKS AT HOME.
er Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
Don'i i;o u the theater, concert or for use
throughout the season. They
ball,
Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness,
Bui slay in your room tonight;
Disorders,
Constipation,
Teething
Deny yourself ' friends that call
Trouble.
Stomach
Headache
and
And a t;ood. long letter write;
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
old
folks at home,
Write io the sad
Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don't acWho sit when the day is done
cept any substitute. A tril package
With folded hands and downcast eyes. will be sent FREE to any mother who
And think of the absent one.
will address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy,

imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

Don't selfishly scribble: "Excuse by
hasie.
I've scarcely time to write,"
Lest heir drooping thoughts go wandering back
To many a
night
When tbey lost their needed sleep and

Alio VAFIFTY FREfH YEAST

ii

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

minor city topics

I

e

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Denver, Colo., May
N

And every breath was a prayer
(!od would leave their delicate
babe
To their tender love and care.

Winter Grocery Co.
F.
t

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

ii

mi

,ntmrrrrrrvvWW'm-m'lJB-

ii

I

urn

ii

Telephone

t

i

ii

SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

N

Ap

Fore-

Partly
cloudy with local showers in
north and east portions tonight
or Friday.

1

i

footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

$400
$500

Wjf

7

;

j
.

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
foot-leng-

j

th

SELIGMAN BROS

y

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

1

ii

mJf

summer

'

8

I

SWI $250

IX

gives a smart, dressy enect
You are sure of getting
both these features in your

j

"

V

Perfect fit that means comfi ort
and coolness custom style that

-

Loretto Academy Commencement
Tlu, Xev Mexican is in receipt of an
invitation to the fortieth annual commencement of the Loretto Academy at
Las Cruces on Tuesday, June 14.
Unveiling of Tablet In a few weeks
there will be an unveiling of a tablet
in honor of Mrs. Mary E. James at
the Mary E. James mission school m
this city.
The Revival Meeting The revival
meeting now in progress at the Meth- Don't think that the young and giddy jodist church is for the members. The
friends
attendance and interest has increased
Who make your pastime gay,
jwith each evening. We are having a
Have half the anxious thought for you spiritual feast and earnestly desire the
niai me old ioiks nave ioua.
attendance ot every member ana
The duly of writing do not put off;
Christian friend. C. F. Lucas, pastor.
Let sleep or pleasure wait,
Rube Waddell Out of Game for SeaLest the letters for which they looked son An
examination revealed
and longed.
a fractured elbow in the pitching arm
Be a day or an hour too late.
of Rube Waddell of the St. Louis
Americans.
Wad ell was hit by a
For the sad old folks at home,
pitched ball during the game at St.
With locks fast turning white,
Louis
and had to retire. It
Are longing to hear from the absent is not yesterday
believed he will be able to play
one
for two months
again
'
Write them a letter tonight!
Close to 80 Degrees! The mercury
is still climbing, or was
yesterday.
Two Deaths Near Las Vegas Do-- j The maximum
was 78 degrees and the
50
died
yesAlires,
mingo
years,
aged
minimum 4S with a relative humidity
terday at (his residence at Porvenir. of 39 per cent. The temperature at
Mrs. Rosita Romero, aged 45 years.;
(i o'clock this morning was 51 degrees.
died at Las Vegas.
A year ago today the maximum was
Three Deaths at Albuquerque Fred 05
degrees and the minimum 14 with
Dewey, a brakemau on the Santa Fe, 88 per cent of sunshine.
died yesterday at Albuquerque, from
Rubera Rivera Dead Rubera Rive-- j
injuries received on the road. He ra. the IS months old
daughter of
Edleaves a wife and child in Canada.
Rivera died of bronchitis yesward Beers a healthseeker from Iowa,
at the Rivera home on Canon
died yesterday. Anita Dinelli, aged 14 terday
Road. The funeral will take place
months, died of
this afternoon from the Cathedral and
Fair for Farmington The interment will be made in Rosario
Big
Farmington fair, to be held Septem- cemetery. Undertakers Mulligan &
ber 20, 21, 22 and 2'i, promises great Rising have charge of the funeral artilings for San Juan county, as the rangements.
event is being advertised on an. extensive scale. All details to assure
The High Cost of Living.
pleasure as well as instruction to
Increase
the price of many necessiaflooked
visitors are being carefully
without
ties
r
improving the quality.
hhi
t'n(- pnrnnurti'fi m pharfp
tfir
meet of this annual Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
is the tTiiry-firs- t
high standard or excellence and its
jajr
curative qualities without any
Two Weddings Arthur Officer, Jr., great
increase in cost. It is the best rem- ..
.
.. .
,
,.
,
edy tor coughs, cold, crop, whoopin
cough and all ailments of the throat,
church.
the
Methodist
at
dad, Colorado,
is in a
The young couple will live at Van chest and lungs. The genuine
Refuse substitutes.
Houten where the groom is timekeep- yellow package.
& Co.
er for the Rocky Mountain Company. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Alexander McElroy and Miss Belle
HILL ON

Don't let them feel you have no more
need.
Of their love or counsel wise:
For the heart grows strangely sensi- tive
When age has dimmed the eyes.
It might be well to let them believe
You never forgot them quite,
That you deem if a pleasure when far
away,
Long letters home to write.
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Spokane, Wash., May 12. James
Hill, chairman of the executive
board of the Great Northern Railway
Company, who was in Spokane with a
party of eastern financiers and railroad officials when the death of King
was officially announced,
Edward
said in an interview that the passing
of his majesty is a blow to the busi-nes- s
world at large. He added:
"England is a mighty force. Her
influence extends to all corners
of
the world, and the United States in
particular knows the effect of her fin
ancial affairs and the progress or
hindrance that is occasioned by the
steady manipulation of English money
and influence. The death of King Edward is extremely effective and unfortunate, coming at this time. I would
not make a gloomy prediction, but I
feel that the effect will not be for
good."
In another interview Mr. Hill said:
"I see no cloud in the sky as big as
my hand for the prosperity of the

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is hy constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- United States."
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir&
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Telephone Mo 148 Red
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- -
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DEATH OF KING EDWARD.

ty, were married at. Las Vegas by
Rev. Adi'ien Rabeyrolle.
Mesilla Valley Ranch Sold for $22,- 000 The Bradford Hardie ranch at
Anthony, Dona Ana county, one of the
largest and most highly cultivated in
the Mesilla valley, has been sold to
capitalists from Tennessee. The liO
acres which are not now under cultivation will be sown to alfalfa. The
price paid for the 179 acres which
comprise the Hardie ranch was $22,-00-
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If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.
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EXPOSI-

From the Quay County Times office
at San .Ion, the Xew Mexican has received an interesting, illustrated folder, descriptive of the new country
that is being taken up by settlers in
Quay county. The folder is as convincing as it is interesting, and holds
out the hope that scientific farming
will eventually make good even in
where
sections
those
repeated
drouths have brought much discourThe conditions, however,
agement.
for success are, as one settler quoted
in the pamphlet, says: "Proper preparation of soil, good seed planted at
the right time and thorough cultivain
tion." The pamphlet
question
might well serve as a model for a folder that should be printed for Santa
Fe.
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nouncmg the tact that .miss ray .uc- Keyes had won the automobile in the
Herald voting contest. Her many
friends are delighted with her success.
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Xew York, May 12. Call money
3
per cent; Prime mercantile
per cent; Mexican dol
paper 4
bid; Atlars 44; Amalgamated 69
chison 110; Xew York Central 3 21
Southern Pacific
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TWO MORE ELECTRICAL
Steel 82
Union Pacific 1S2
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
127;
MOTORS FOR DEM1NG.
of
table
US
a
tine
assortment
Also
desks,
chairs,
pfd.
ranges,
!Xew York May 12. Lead easy 423
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
Cutting Alfalfa on Patch Planted Last (a4;i3; copper easy, standard spot and
.
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112.30; snver 54.
July 12.37
an Extra Edition.
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there
our
over
Look
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
something to interest you.
Chicago, 111., May 12. Wheat July
V.
)
Demins, X. M., May 12 S.
103 58; Sept. 101
Almy has ordered an electric motor
Corn July 63
Sept. 63
for pumping on his place just east of
39
Oats July 40
Sept.
town. Mr. Bumpus has also ordered a
Ornamental Doors.
Pork
$22.50; Sept. $22.50.
July
large motor. These motors together
Lard July $12.25; Sept. $12.45.
with those previously ordered, will use
Ribs July $12.40; Sept. $12.34
up all the power which the Deming
WOOL MARKET.
Ice & Electric Company can furnish
St.
Louis, May 12 Wool unchangwith their present equipment.
They
ed:
and western mediums
territory
howhave plans and specifications,
20ft 23; fine mediums 1SW22; fine 11
hundred
horse
for
a four
ever,
power
16.
"W
installment, and before the next pump13
LIVESTOCK.
'
ing season is here they will have this
-- 12
Cattle Receipts
May
Chicago,
machinery in. Some of the material
Beeves $3.80
Market
4,500.
m aw 1 j ten
steady.
for building power lines has already
western
steers
$3
Texas
S.70;
6.50;
been received, and the rest of it will
19 nfWSSE. II Ai
117. 9
steers $3.1 Oft 7.30; stockers and feedbe here shortly.
ers $4ft6: cows and heifers $2.80
John. Hund is cutting his alfalfa this
calves $5ft8;
week. The patch which he is cutting $7.60;
Market
Receipts 17,000.
Hogs
WE POINT PROUDLY
was planted last August.
are made to perfection from our
mixed $9.35ft
slow,
$9.35ft9.70;
light,
Lumber), because the wood is to the fact that we handle only a line Mrs. It. C. Ely and two children, 9.73; heavy $9.33ft9.90; rough $9.35ft)
and Helen, left this morning 9.45; good to choice heavy $9.40ft'9.70;
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be.forMargaret
Mr.
old home in Michigan,
Ely's
of
free from every imperfection
pigs $9ft9.53: bulk $9.60(fi 9.65.
pure and efficacious; and that our where she will spend six months and
Market
and
cracks
Sheep
Receipts 12.000.
knots,
warpings.
enables us to give the best possibly a year. Mr. Ely's father will weak. Xative $4.35ft:7.70;
western
experience
is
of
foot
it
thoroughly
Every
meet her in Chicago, whence they will $4.50(57.70; yearlings $7(f?S.25; lambs
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so satisfaction to our patrons. Every- go to his home
Mich. Miss native $7.259.35; western $7.30ft!
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class Jessie Engleman,at ofAlmy,
Mich., 9.35.
Bellevue,
by carpenters and builders, and drug store you will find here, at is accompanying Mrs. Ely on this trip. Kansas City, Mo., May 12. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
wide-awake
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in Miss
all sensible,
Engleman has been in Deming
4,000, including 1,000 south
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
about four months, and is so pleased erns;
steaay. native steers
market,
mention our Lumber in their
with this section of the country that $5.758.25; southern steers $4.7557)
she returns to Michigan only to say 7.75; southern cows $3.406; native
specifications.
STRIPLING-BORROW- S
& Company.
good-by- e
and come back for good to cows and heifers $3.557.40; stockers
Where your dollar buys the most.
the Sunshine state.
and feeders $4.006.25; bulls $4.25
Frank Xordhaus and wife left this )6.25; calves $4.00S,00; western
morning for St. Louis. Mr. Xordhaus steers $5.508.00; western cows $4.00
has gone north to purchase a stock of
6.50.
goods for the new
market,
Receipts, 11,000;
Hogs
store of H. Xordhaus & weak to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
Sons on Silver avenue. The handsome
J9.259.45; heavy $9.409.55; packMade in New Mexico.
store building which will receive this ers
and butchers $9.359.50;
light
stock of goods is very nearly com- $9.159.40; pigs $8.509.00.
pleted, and is one of four new- busimarket,
Receipts 5,000;
Sheep
ness blocks on Silver avenue to be steady. Muttons $3.507.50;
lambs
completed this spring.
fed western wethers and
$7.259.50;
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
An extra edition of the. Graphic was
yearlings $6.008.00; fed western
out this morning before breakfast an- - iwes $5.507.00.
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Unsurpassed Chocolates

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
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CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLR
CL&REBDON

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SHILLING OT'T!

FRESH LAID E(;us evpry day
Pur bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard underthe trees and fed oi clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful liniment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keeping the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.
THE BRADFIELO CO., ATLANTA, GAm

EQUITY.
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER BASIN.
by the Geological Survey.)
Information collected by the geological survey in 1907-- in regard to the
flow of streams in the United Slates
will be published in twelve reports
Water-Suppleach one
Papers
devoted to the rivers of a certain area.
Water-SupplPaper 241, relating to
the streams of the north Atlantic

If your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
are weak, try at leasi, a rew doses om
of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
you. A few cents will cover the cost,
And here is why help comes so quick-dru- pr. Shoop doesn't' drug the Stom
ach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kid-- !
neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own con-- .
trolling nerve. When these nerves fail,
the depending organs must of neces-isti- y
falter. This plain, yet vital truth
'clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's RestoraIts
tive is so universally successful.
success is leading druggists every
where to give it universal preference.
A test will surely tell. Sold by Stripling-& Co.
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board. This is fair and equitable, for
values are so much affected by !ocali- ty and other matters that it is im- possible to fix a uniform value. But
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grazing hind over one cent an acre
as inequitable and unjust.
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Water-SupplEl Paso: Lucy J. Morgan, LaLs Cru-ce- on the right and justice of equalized
244, which is Part IV of the
Paper
almost,
appearing
A. E. Wynne, Forest Service; H. assessments are
Connects wit li K. V. & S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving In Pawson, X, M. at 6:15 p. i
series of twelve, relating to the
iConnect.s w ith K . V. S, V Hy. train No. 123 leaving Dawson X, M. at 9:55a. ill.
F. E. daily, I wish to submit some facts as streams of the St. Lawrence river
X. Waller, Claude E. Street,
SStanefor Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston X. M.
Lawrence. Denver; J. H. Allison, Albu- to the valuation of common grazing basin, is also now ready for distri- C. dc SHeMoines as follow:
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Barrows,
undervalued
A S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T. &. S, V. Ry. at Raton and Preston with
Effective June 1st.
H. R. Wood, Los Angeles, Mr. and land arants are greatly
Des Moines K. P, S. W. K.v. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
H. Bolster, under the direction ot M.
....
thnit
nmilOr
,nvinrr
lllt
Mrs. C. B. VanDemon, Jacksonville,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ucate, Miami, Kuyado
chief
hydrographer.
and lied Lakes, N. M.
tax On the contrary I believe 0. Leighton,
CHICAGO
$50.35
Fla.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Various Uses of the Data
their
above
much
are
taxed
that
n.
Black
Red
Klizabethtow
Ranehos
they
de Taos,
I.akes, Cerro,
i.oho, Quusta,
Kaldy
Claire.
ST.
LOUIS
Information collected by the survey
$44.35
Kiver City. Talpu, Taos and Twining.
in nronortion to other,
Ernest. Myers, Albuquerque; Felipe i,,ut ..mminr
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refer
I
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property.
$35.35
Lttcero, Pedro Gonzales, Elias Spear,
to the great ma-- ; navigation, irrigation, uom.iii; waici
F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
M. Barncastle, Las Cruces; Alex- or timber grants, but
John
g
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DENVER
lana
overnow,
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V. P. & G. M.,
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supply,
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flood
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and
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f
age,
N.
M.
prevention,
Raton, N. M.
Raton,
but dry grazing
Raton,
COLO. SPRINGS
$18.15
ney and son, D. M. Brunt, Progreso;
Use in Inland Navigation,
lie remembered that all of the!
W. J. Harbin, Estancia; R. H. Russell, must
The government has already spent PUEBLO
$16.15
of cultivation flias been
Fort Smith, Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. F. land capable
for generations and as as-- ; more than $230,000,000 for the
occupied
MEXICO
CITY
$52.45
Sylvester, Monte Vista: Hardin Hin.es,
ni
separately. As a rule, the land provement of inland navigation, ande
ePter Hansen, Mrs. X. Calvert, AlaST.
nec-thMINN
PAUL
are
flow
are
as
stream
simply
of
such,
determinations
$50.35
grants assessed
mosa, Colo.
land which in all that time no one essary to the solution of many of the
Gregg's.
and problems involved in these improve- - Return
has chosen to occupy or own.
Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
B. S. McKcown, San Antonio: F. M. which is
held in com- ments.
consequently
St.
M.
Clarkson,
Babeock, Chicago; S.
mon by the heirs of the original grantLOS ANGELES
Use in Irrigation.
$35.20
Louis.
ees. Much of it. is absolutely worthis
The
spending
government
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Coronado.
SAN
must
FRANCISCO
of
nature
in
the
and
$45.20
things
less
on irrigation systems and this
Leandro Salas, Pinos Wells; C.
remain so, while the remainder con- amount, is far exceeded by expendi- j SAN DIEGO,
Douglas, and all Points in New
$35.20
Rome; R. S. Garcia, Pinos tains some grazing and can be used
tures on private systems of the west.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot
D. H.
Wells:
Hallovvay, Estancia: for sheep or cattle.
$60.90
of any irrigation system SAN FRANCISCO
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ually taxed. There
water available, the importance ot a
PORTLAND or SKATTLK
ceal land. Animals are often return- reflow
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than n mnirtpr of their real knowledge of stream
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ISUCCESSFUL SUNDAY SCHOOL
On Sale July 2nd to 8th, Sept
number- personal property of all kinds demption of arid lands is obvious,
WORK AT SPOKANE.i is concealed or ignored.
Hut the Use in Swamp Drainage and in Floods 1st to ith, SSept, 1.4th to 30th.
The study of stream flow is of prime
grant lands are all surveyed and
Return limit 3 momths net to
in connection with any
of
a
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Exercises
to
reduce
importance
which
in
no
is
Graduating
there
way
xceei Ost. 31bt, lyiO.
of
Hundred
the
for
drainage'
Three
a
of
Class
drainage problem,
the correct figures. I have known
Training
in First Methodist Church.
man having 2,700 sheep return them, a large area into a small channel may
PORTLAND
at 150; but that cannot be done with cause overflows that will submerge
SEATTLE
Spokane, Wash., May 12. Spokane land. And there is no way to escape lands not previously subject to inunda- For Rates and full information address
county took th,e lead in the Sunday payment.
If not settled at the time, tion, and the drainage may ttieretore
school work of the United States the the tax becomes a lien and remains result only in an exchange of land On Sale, May 28th to Juue, 3rd.
FOX,
July 9th to 16tb.
evening of May 6, when 287 members witih constantly increasing interest values. Floods in the United States
Return limit 3 months.
of a teachers' training class of more until it is paid. In a number of eases jn 1908 caused damage amounting to
than 300 were present at the gradu- where there is disputed territory $250,000,000, and the average annual
El Paso Texas.
ating exercises in First Methodist claimed by two grants, each grant is 0ss by floods exceeds $100,000,000.
J church here. Rev. Dr. F. L. McEl-fls- forced to pay the tax on all that it Any scheme of flood prevention must
of Chicago, international instruc- claims, and thus the disputed area be based on a thorough knowledge
tor of teacher training, said the Spo- pays doubly. In the case of a number of stream flow as furnished by rec-o- f
as
IIMII
n, kane class has 102 more members
recently adjudicated grants, the orcls taken for a long series 0f years,
than the class of Cook county, Illi- unpaid taxes, extending over a long
Co.operation by the State of New York
nois, which previously held the rec- series of years, if not reduced, would
in the work done in
60
ord. An unusual feature is tnat
exceed the value of the property itself the
Lawrence
basin was rendered in
gt
of every 100 persons registered were as snown by tne prices realized at
York anfl by many
of
New
by the gtate
in the graduating class, which was public sale.
and
offlcjals
cj.
companies.
private
organized hy Professor E. C. Knapp
It is also to be remembered ttiat va-- ,
Features,
direcSpecial
was
under
of Chicago, and
the
cant tracts of grazing land cause less
Xew and special features of the retion of Miss L. M. Robertson, state expense, and receive less benefit from
are notes on discharge during
l10rt
mascot
is
class
The
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
superintendent.
public funds, than any other .species
Francis, a five years' old son of Mr. of property. They require no protec-- ! ' Periods when the streams are covered
and Mrs. S. W. Ormsby, who occupied tion from police or Are departments, with ice and a table giving for 1907-Santa Fe, N. H.
a prominent place on the platform they cause no part of the expense of a summary by months of discharge in
during the exercises. Eight hundred criminal trials, and they receive no second feet per square mile of drain-benefdollars was raised as tflie nucleus of
whatever from school funds or age area at all river stations in the
a maintenance fund and this will be territorial institutions.
region. The figures in these tables
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
added to during the summer and fall.
Down to two years ago the dry show in a general way the seasoned
make an open rate of one and one
The class is arranging for an outing grazing lands, were assessed at 30 distribution of run-of- f and the effect of
third fare from all points in New
Mexico to
OF
at one of the lake resorts, to take cents an acre; the last territorial snow, underground, surface and
place the middle of July.
raised this to 50 cents. Thirty tificial storage. The tables exhibit an
cents was really more than a large almost entire lack of uniformity or
"
DATES OP SALE
is the most clever little portion of ttbis land was worth, and agreement between any two stations,
Ol
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invented. more than much of it has brought at which indicates that each stream has May 21st, to 24th inclusive
Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine, public sales which were open to bids a
way 0f its own and that every pro-b- y
RETURN LIMIT,
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Couany one. As a rule this kind of ject dependent on stream flow, if it is
MAY
28th 1910
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on property brings in no income and our to be developed safely and economic-hig- h
Coffee sent to any lady re
rate of taxation makes the an- - ally must be based on records of dis. Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
Health
FE,
questing them. You can trick any one nuai utx more man any possmie rent- charge collected with great care duris Open to Everboby
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health al value, as the usual rent for this ing a Ions series of vears on the
TO
v.
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or kind of land in New Mexico is two 0rtw. 111
o
n (.
D1LC
LlltS c,:f
ViCW, CIL Jl UCaL
your husband will declare he is drink- cents per acre.
of the project; and also that records
Let us see how this works out in
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
ing real coffee and yet there is not a
of flow obtained on one stream can
grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's three of the counties containing large not be safely used to determine the
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and areas of grazing land on grants: Rio discharge of an adjacent stream.
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite Arriba, Valencia and Sandoval. The
Water-Supplwmmmm Santa
Paper 244 may be had
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes tax rate in these counties is .substancost by applying to the Direcof
free
follows:
as
Rio
SELLING DATES
Arriba,
tially
.03745;
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute."
Valencia
.0530. tor, United States Geological Survey, GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
.04045; .Sandoval
Try it from your grocer and get a
as- Washington, D. C.
if
these
are
lands
Consequently,
lb. package
pleasant surprise. 1
50
at
cents
an
sessed
acre
each
acre,
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
in Rio Arriba has to pay a tax of Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
.017-- 8 cents a year; in Valencia,
a tonic and restorative and a prompt
Dates of Sale
IMPORTANT COAL DISCOVERY
little over 2 cents; and in Sandoval, corrective of all urinary irregularities.
REPORTED IN TEXAS. about .02
In other words, in two Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-BurrowSan Antonio, Texas, May 12. An counties,
Valencia
and
& Co.
Sandoval,
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
eight-foo- t
vein of very fine
where they actually raised the valua- Return Limit
coal has been discovered in the
tu-- u
u
u.
im
S
MORE
BECOMING
MEXC0
immediate vicinity of Asherton, La ima" fmtirp rental flalua
INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIALLY.
Salle county. The coal is located at a
Of course, such over valuation no-San
Antonio, Texas, May 12. That
Call on address.
of
is
to
said
vents anv nossibilitv of a sale, as no
depth
eighty feet and
measure up to the finest Pittsburg one wishes to buy property the rental there has Deen another serious decline
H. S, LTJTZ, Airent
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
The presence of the of which will not. nav the taves- -' ami in American export to Mexico is
Santa Fe, N. M.
deposit became known during the drill- such high taxes keep thousands from shown by the latest Boletin de Estade
Leaves EI Paso'S OOa. m.
Leaves Santa Fe8,4la. m.
ing of an artesian well. While the ex- making their homes or investing their istica Fiscal of the Mexican governArrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.,
ment covering the fiscal year of 1909.
tent of the bed is as yet a matter of money liere.
In the main these figures' demonClose connections at El Paso for points in CaliforWhen compared with the tax in
conjecture it is thought that the geonia, Somhern New Mexico and Arizoia
logical formation of the district justi- other states, tne injustice becomes ev- strate that Mexico is becoming indus
Close connection
fies the belief that it is of large di- en more obvious. I am acquainted trially independent at a remarkable
at Torrance for ALL POINTS EAST
mensions.
The find will mean much with some grazing land, similar to pace. While in 1907 her imports
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
to this city and territory. Asherton that of New Mexico, in Pecos county, reached the total of $232,229,579 their
Arris'es Kansas (Jlty 6,50 p. m. next day
and return
Arrives Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
is connected with the International & Texas. It is rented at three to three value in 1909 shrunk to $156,533,027.
cents per acre. But the Including Canada's export to Mexico,
Oreat Northern railway by a short and one-hal- f
E. P. & S W and Rock Island traias carry Sleeps
North America imported into the counbranch line and for this reason it will annual tax is exactly
ing and Chair Cars.
one
an
cent
acre.
is
of
It
very
plain try goods to the value of $91,997,979
not lie difficult to develop the field.
For in format Ion regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
that no sales of this class of real es- as against $61,632,075 from all of
Call ut t'lty Olllce I aughlln KIk. or Phone 145.
tate can be made in New Mexico, Europe. Imports from all other parts
No trouble to answer questions.
while it is obtainable in Texas where amounted to less than 4 million pesos.
VIA SANTA FE
J. G. EADS
tax is only about
as
the
u
wteresitiu ana snouia Enow
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
about the womici iul
much as it is here.
MARVELWhirlingSpray
The New Mexico law now expressly
ukyi ,utrinni rjriiiire.
Beat M net conven
ient. It cleanses
provides that every piece of property
instantly.
Limit 60 Days
shall be assessed at its fair value;
nid merchants: good everywhere. We Ask fonrdnimrlrtforlt.
The New Aiex?ca.. Printing Com-'ianassessors
so
commissioners
and
that
the
cannot
tie
It
supply
no
has on hand a large supply of will sell them at 5 cents in book form. MARVEL,
are bound to consider each parcel
nthor hnt. wna atAniD for
For particulars, See Santa Fe
imok
It rfTei
IHiiatrab.il
scaled.
for
school
suitable
If you are in need of anything, try fun nnrtiiminrfl and directions
pads and tablets
separately and give to each its just
In- Agents
alnanleto ladle. MAKVEL '0.
valuation without regard to any gen- work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
S84 Street.
44
coifax. "."r.T.TTT.T.
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BASEBALL IS NOT A
MOLLYCODDLE GAME.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SA5TA FE, N. M
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no (!;mbt, was a small quantity of precious stones.
"The
Aztec codeses tellitiu
of the whereabouts of hidden treasure
are all spurious and are sold to un
suspecting foreigners for fancy prices.
It is an industry somewhat analogous
to the making of antique furniture and
jewelry. Of course only the most
credulous are taken in and usually one
experience suffices to tell the purchaser of a codex that he has been humbugged. However, sometimes a great
deal of harm is done by an unscrupulous man getting possession of a
codex. He
is enterprising
enough to turn his purchase to good
account as far as he is concerned, but
those who have been fooled enough to
believe his plausible stories will find
that the Montezuma treasure is no
more than a fable, is, in fact, a
swindle. Probably no one knows Mexico better than do its natives and nowhere are traditions and the like better preserved. In view of these facts
it would be more than strange that
the .Mexican should sell information
.
:
1.1
9t to trnairo,
ne
ue umm
......it,...--, mini I...
nitft .1...
Hoard limse f "
Asked what he thought Of the codex
now said to be in th possession Of an
American by the name of T. A. Ken
yon, Mr. Palafox expressed himself to
the effect that in all probability it
was no better than other documents
of that kind and that quite often a
codex was well enough executed to even deceive those familiar
with the subject.
"A great deal of harm has been done

n
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Comet Becomes a Trap for
the Unwary in Chicago Wom"I have suffered with piles for thirty-Si- x
an's Aid for Civic Betteryears. One year at-- last April 1 be- Igan taking Cascarets for constipation. In
ment.
; the course of a week
I notice.! the piles
began to disappear and at the end of six
The fight is weeks they did not trouble me at all.
Chicago, 111., .May
GROWS HAIR
on of shippers against tho freight rate Cascarets have done wonders for mu. I
and we can
Micrease pro)osed by railways ea-- ,t am entirely cured and feel like a r.ew
iij-west, with Chicago the storm man." George Krydcr, Napoleon, O.
center owing to the leadership of the
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Tato food.
Do Good. Never Sicken. Weaken or
A
Illinois
Manufacturers' Association.
from Minnesota write;:
10c, 25e, 50c. Never soM ia bulk. Ths: r t
A
' i;;t (,! uMni; I 'nrdlerini', m v hair
uine tablet stamped C C C. Gaaraati;d
Tne conference; about May 20 between
ciu-cure or your uiooey back.
:t
'j.O
j tive iect in length,"
these opponents will be important. On
one hand, the railroads point to Day-roBeautiful Hair Small Cost
increases that total $100,000,000, front before nonchalantly tapping him
manv other l:sr,'t-have
HAIR IreuM. s. likildirhosell
xind a!tortl;
according to President X. C. Brown of on the head and relieving him of his
UIMersioo.l Tti li.nir irsclf is nn!
to
! e
the Xew York Central system. On the valuables. The
"gun-man- "
treated. f.r the reason that it is simply n pr ..lact
of the scalp and
a
ii
tion.
upon
holly
M.
dependent
other hand, Secretary John
Glenn, reads the newspapers and keeps
'Ihe scalp is the verv soil in which the
.
iliiccd. nnrtaed .ml
of the llinois Manufacturers' Associa- abreast of the times. In these days of
and it alone s
receive tie- aUenta n if results are to lie expect' J.
"The railroads are temptation to turn amateur astronotion, declares:
It would do no
to
treat the Mem of a
(j0(kI
plant wish a va n
lnakiliR it jjrow and Income
making barrels of money and the ad- mer when he is out in the early mornmore beautiful
the sod in which the plai.t mows
not
vances in wages to employes are
must he attend-- d to. Therefore, Iho sculp in which
ing, he asks his prospective victim if
the h .11 grows must receive
the attention if you are
sufficient excuse for freight boosts. he does not wish to step over to the
to expect it to grow and bscoina more beautiful.
All last year and, in fact, since Sep- lake shore and there enjoy an unobX
,
v
ir
tember, 190S, the net earnings for all structed view of Halley's
comet.
lialiiuei--s
.he 5c:iip has simply h.- ::ii its
iau,
the roads in the country as compared Charles Gorrel turned his steps as did
s'
I
'
l - eu
our
e ',1t
upon a plant or tvt u a tree would die- under milur
with the corresponding month for the others, toward Grant park at Z a. m.,
so:ie.,unsj
The natural
to do in either rase, is
year before ran from $3,000,000 to to see the heavenly rover. In Congress
feed
am' replenish the soil or scalp us the cae mav he,
VTffc.'
$19,000,000 ahead. In Xovember, 1909, street, near Michigan avenue, he met
row
as
""d multiply
nature
,"".it should.
intended
the increase over Xovember, 1908, was a man who entered into conversation
Knowlton's Danderine has a rr.ost wonderFor the year ended June with him concerning the comet. The
$18,955,000.
ful effect upon the t.air
glaras and tissues of the
scalp. It is the only rtmedy for the hair ever
00, 1909, about GG per cent of the rail- stranger directed attention to the sky,
,t 4v wt 'vP
discovered that is similar
to the natural hair
road stock paid dividends aggregating and when Gorrel looked his companfoods or liquids of the scalp.
It penetrates the pores
and the hair
$286,0.00,000 or 7.91 per cent for the ion "touched" him. Halley's comet is
soon shows the effects of itsquicklv
wonderlully exhilar-atiiiThat is said to be "the flaming sword" of the
stock which paid dividends.
and
qualities.
One
bottle is enough to convince von of
better than any other line of industry. scriptures and at Chicago the comet's
its irrcat worth as a hair growing ami hair beautiit and see for yourself.
Railroading is the most prosperous tail was a scimitar in form, shining
fying remedy-t- ry
1
business in the world. You can't show with a clear, white light that became
NOW at all druggists in three sizes,
any other in which dividends were so brighter and took on a yellow tinge
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
general."
Shippers and representa- near the nucleus. It was like the flam-- to Mexico investment opportunities by
how quickly Danderine
tives of commercial
organizations ing sword that, according to the rec-- i ancient mine and hidden treasure
( FREE Tovtr.show
lie mil neuu il lailfe samsaid Mr. Palafox. "Xo
from all parts of the country will meet ords of early historians, hung over swindlers,"
CUII 1 pie free hy return mail to anyone who
and protest against the freight rate Jerusalem and prophesied the destruc- sane iiujii snouia tane any stock in This sends this free coupon to the
either. Mexico is well stocked with Outt KNOWLTON DANDERINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL..
advances announced by the western tion of the temple.
with their lame and address and 10c
Americans who do nothing else but
railroads and proposed by the eastern
f in silver or
stamps to pay postage.
their
on the other
exploit
companies.
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No. side of the countrymen
Rio Grande. This also apBaseball Accidents.
143, Dept. 111., G. A. R.
to some of the rubber land and
plies
baseThe accident record against
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the colonization propositions.
Americans BATTLESHIP FLORIDA IS
number of machine guns. There are
ball for a year, kept not to knock the above
Kewanee, 111., writes: ready to invest money in the repubPost,
ON THE WATER. also two twenty-one-incgame, but through one Chicago fan's "For a long time I was bothered with lic should
submerged
first put themselves in
tubes for torpedoes.
devotion to it, proves to be a mild backache and
kidacross
my
touch with the Mexican government. Biggest Ship in Navy and Will Cost
pains
rival to the football roll. This fan neys. About two
.him. niiiiL me armor is to lie on
months ago I start- Doing this will save them money and
More Than 1,000 Men
$6,000,000
took the pains to clip from daily pa ed
these
ships the naval designers will
soon
Pills
and
taking Foley Kidney
disappointment."
to Manage Her.
not tell. That marks the adoption of
pers all mention of baseball bruisings saw they were doing just as claimed. I
a new policy in the American navy
and found the game was not so inocu
them and now I am THE LITTLE ORPHANS
kept on
Xew York. May 12. The biggest where heretofore it. has been customcus that a Xero necessarily would fall free fromtaking
backache, and the painful
ARE NOT FORGOTTEN.
asleep in witnessing one. Here is the bladder
American navy slid off the ary to set out in smallest detail in the
ship
misery is all gone. I like Fochief constructor's annual reports the
record:
waves today at
the Xew York thickness
ley Kidney Pills so well that I have Sisters Take
of every inch of armor on
Them on Picnic and ProBroken leg.
told
of my friends and comrades
navy yard, when the battleship Flori- the ship. It is believed though that
vide Tallyhos Smaller Children
Knocked down by base runner, died aboutmany
them and shall recommend
da dropped into the water. Later on the side armor will average
about
Picnic Here.
Struck over heart by ball, died.
them at every opportunity." Sold hy
when the Arkansas and the Wyoming, twelve inches and that it. will be exStruck between eyes, dead.
s
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
now under construction are afloat tended over a length of the ship hereThe Sisters of Charity, who have
Gangrene from "spiked" leg.
tofore uncovered and will be much
they will exceed the Florida in size
Knocked unconscious.
sixty-threchildren in their orphanNO HIDDEN TREASURES
a difference suffi wider than tne ordinary armor belt
thousand
tons,
Broken ankle.
are having a picnic today for the
OF THE MONTEZUMAS. age,
cient to make a
good little so as not to expose the under body of
Jumped on by second baseman,
pleasure of the little folks. Forty-fiv- e liner in itself. Thepretty
Florida
herself is the ship when she rolls in a sea wave.
died.
of the older children, accompanied
It will take more than a thousand
by no means finished for as she went
Stories Had Ther Origin in the Ex- by Sisters
Wrist injured.
Mary Peter, Merita, Lucille, off the waves today she was only men to manage this
great fighting
Broken leg sliding to home plate
aggerated Accounts of the Early
Mary Anne and Cyril, were taken in about sixty per cent advanced towards machine; the minimum
requirement
Broken arm in throwing ball.
Spanish Chroniclers.
tanynos and picnic wagons hy Mr. completion, which means that she is sixty officers and 934 enlisted
men.
Struck over heart by ball, died.
Closson and his drivers to Tesnque was not much more than a vast
The estimated cost of the ship comempty
" 'Stitch' in heart muscles."
AcSan Antonio, Texas, May 12.
valley to spend the day. All sorts of hull and still awaits all of the thou- plete is ?6,noo,ooo as fixed in the act
Xose broken, by ball.
cording to Jose Ramon Palafox, a amusements and pleasure were pro- sand boilers and main and secondary of May 1.1th, 1908. Her keel was laid
Broke fibula.
Mexican journalist, who recently pass- vided for and the lunch prepared by engines and armor and
equipment that March 9th. 1909, so that the naval con- ed through this city on his way to the sisters comprised
Sprained ankle.
everything good go to make up the ship ready for com-- structors have reason to be proud of
Injured kneecap..
Washington, D. C, there are no hidden in a substantial form and all the deli- mission.
the rapidity with which they have
Hit on head by ball, died.
Montezuma treasures.
cacies dear to children.
there is not a battleship carried on their work.
Probably
Hit on head by ball, severely injur
The eighteen smaller children, who afloat that could tackle the Florida on
"Xq doubt the stories circulated
ed.
about the hidden treasures of the Az- tire too easily for such a long trip, even terms, when her commander's
For More than Three Decades.
Struck by ball, dead.
tec emperors have their origin in the had a picinc on the side lawn at the flag flies from the ungraceful, but forFoley's
Honey and Tar has been a
Woman's aid for civic betterment is
accounts
and nothing was left un- midable, skeleton masts which will be household favorite for all ailments of
of
old
sanitarium,
sadly
exaggerated
Woto he enlisted in Chicago by the
J
il.,,isi,l
Spanish historians men who swallow done, that the sisters could do for their Piaeu upwu aei, nidi, is,, prtniueu Ul? tho throat rheet nnrf lnno-For in
men's City Club, organized in the Chi- ed
naval
do
not
their fants and chHdren ,
designers
change
the
of
Mex
the
of
pleasure.
yarns
conquerors
b
a
fegt
cago Woman's Club quarters, with 100 ico and whose
It is remarkable how contented, minds, as to the utility of this novel Le it contains no opiates and no harm
judgment had been upmembers. It Is predicted that a mem- set
of
feature
marine architecture within ful
by the few shipments of gold and
and healthful these little chil- the next
hut Foley's
drugs. Xone
bership of 1,000 soon will be secured, silver made to Spain shortly after the happy
eighteen months, by which Honey and Tar in genuine
are
dren
with
the
sisters
the
who
deserve
yellow
package.
club
new
movers
the
time
in
the
comfor the prime
Florida should be in
of the Aztec capital," said credit for their kindness and care of
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
mission.
are women who have been most active taking
Senor Palafox.
& Co.
these little ones.
The ship is the first of any real imin fighting the smoke nuisance, after
"The amount of gold and silver in
portance to be constructed in a govthey found that men were going to be the
of the Aztecs at any
NOTICE.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial ernment navy yard for a number of
unable to stop the smudge. The vigor- time possession
was comparatively small and in
Department of Territorial Engineer.
e
and
treatment
a
years
in
her
ous
Dr.
thus
of
Rheumatic
naturally
performance
League
Shoop's
the case of the people consisted of litNumber of Application 427.
large measure will be merged into tle more than a few personal orna- Remedy liquid or tablets is being will be watched with keen interest by
Santa Fe, X. M., April 12, 1910.
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of the private shipbuilders, who are now
the new organization, which is to co- ments. The
Notice is hereby given that on the
store of these
greatest
her
in
the
Utah
building
sistership
operate with the Chicago City Club, precious metals was found by the Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
25th day of March 1910, in accordance
book for some discoursed
tnis
dis Camden, X. .1. As a matter of fact with Section 26,
and other civic bodies which keep Spaniards in the
and
Irrigation Law of
imperial
Xoi
the
palace
Dakota
th
built
Fore
the
by
hammering away at the evils that this was promptly shipped to Spain by heartened sufferer! Do a simple act Rlver
1907, Jas. W. Xorment of Santa Fe,
shil' Building Company and the
of humanity!
t Hits wv tn
Point
otherwise would go on and grow, un- Cortez.
Compared with the wealth of
constructed at Xewport county of Santa Fe, Territory of Xew
and
certain
checked. Through this new club woSur- Delaware,
relief!
quick
even this was a mere drop in
today
Xews
with
the Florida and Utah will Mexico, made an application to the
some
men of the city will arrive at a bet- the
bucket. The statement made by prise from me sufferer, by first get- make what is described as a unit in Territorial Engineer of Xew Mexico
the booklet and the test.
ter knowledge of their city govern- historians that Hernando Cortez sent ting
for a permit to
from the
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by naval parlance, meaning that these public waters of appropriate
ment and at intelligent judgments as
the Territory of Xew
of gold and silver to his Stripling-Burrow- s
are
vessels
shiploadst
same
of
the
practically
& Co.
to what is needed in improving condiMexico.
type and may be expected to operate
king should not be taken literally for
Such appropriation is to be made
tions. Some of the members are suf- in all
together in naval warfare. The Xorth
probability it means no more
fragists, but they will not wait until than that heavy shipments of these A LITTLE WISDOM
Dakota and the Delaware are 'nearly from Santa Fe .river by enlarging the
HERE AND THERE. two thousand tons
Madre at points whence the
they get the ballot before they become took place.
smaller than the Acequia
W. Cor. of Santa Fe Grant bears S
a factor in politics and government.
.other two vessels, though the arma S.
"The account of the Montezuma
62
06 minutes W.
School pupils of today are more firm- treasure is
You can turn a crank down, but he ment is
22350 ft.
a counterpart of
practically the same and the dist.degrees,
merely
R's"
than
"Three
by means of diversion, and 12 cu.
in
the
ly grounded
smaller vessels indeed are rated at
similar extravagances found on many always turns up.
ft. per sec. is to be conveyed to Sees.
they were in the "good old days" of pages of history. We read of the fabu
A woman is extolled for her virtues, about a quarter of a knot faster.
our grandfathers that we hear so much lous
The Florida is 521 feet long, nearly 5, fi, 7, and IS T. 16 X. R. 9 E., and
wealth of the people of the Euph and adored for her weaknesses.
Sees. 12, 13, and 14, T. 16 X., R. S E.,
about, according to investigations re- rates
as
long as a city block; her beam is
valley, of the ancient Egyptians,
means of enlarging old Acequia
While
mere
by
Talent
outside
pauses
A.
21-88
ported by Prof. Henry
Tyrrell in of India and other
inches; she draws 28
parts, and so far the threshold, Genius enters in and feetfeet
Madre and extending same to new-lanthe School Review, of the University have never found
of
water
and displaces
21,825
a trace of it. In makes a successful bluff.
and there used for irrigation of
of Chicago. His conclusions, however, their
tons in light order, while when fully
day, no doubt, these people had
Half
the world doesn't know what loaded, with her supplies and ammuni- 2,000 acres.
largely were arrived at by studying a certain amount of gold and silver,
The Territorial Engineer will take
excuse the other half has for living.
the examination papers of pupils in but
tion she will measure up to 23,033
tlhis application up for consideration
they never had enough to cause
The man who draws on his imagi- tons. Her estimated
20
Xorwich, Conn., in the year 185G, in us moderns to call them rich. Dis
is
speed
on the 11th of July, 1910, and all
percomparison with papers covering the persed among them in the form of cur nation should not overlook to pin "no knots per hour, which would have sons who
to
may oppose the granting of
his draft. .
protest"
been regarded a few years ago as the
same questions during the current
rency, as is the case today, their
The world expects a man to make top notch for a swift unarmored the above application must file their
year. The old grammar school meth- wealth in
metals would have a fool of himself over a
precious
woman, but it cruiser. She will carry 2.500 tons of objections substantiated with affldavods, Prof. Tyrrell characterizes as made a
Gold and never forgives a woman who makes a coal in her bunkers which should en.
poor
very
showing.
witn
oackeq
application
"wooden and mechanical." He says:
as in the, case of the Az- fool of herself over
wlm lne 'ierritonai Engineer
able her to make the round tri pmas:UUUJUCIJ
a man.
"Those were the days when pupils silver, then,
on or before that date.
tecs, were not used at all as mediums
the
know
Atlantic
at
half
to
,To
memorized geometry propositions by
thyself is wisdom;
speed. Parsons
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
of exchange or were used only, in a know how not to
that knowl- turbine engines, built in the Xew
impart
number, recited history verbatim, and
re edge to others that's cleverness.
Territorial Engineer.
limited
Rulers
and
very
way.
paid
York
enormous
of
the
navy
yard,
powmemorized in Latin grammars, excep- ceived
tributes in the form of gold and
er
of
horse
28,000
for
mainwill
power,
Marry
and
wish
money,
that
never
you
you
tions
would meet in as a rule converted it into.
they
What Everbody Wants.
articles of had married for love;
their reading in Latin." A comparison
marry for love, tain the (high speed of tlm big ship
desires good health which
value or objects of art. The and
Everbody
practical
and
steam
the
will be supplied by secyou wish you had married for
of the examination papers shows an old
is impossible unless the kidneys are
down to a very money.
this
show
records
tional
boilers.
average standing in 1856 of 75, and to- late date. The tribute collected
The main battery of the ship will sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney
by the
You never really know a woman unday an average of 88. One man who kings of Egypt, for instance, were
consist
of ten twelve-incrifles ar- Remedy should be taken at the first
til
after
you have married her, and
has risen to prominence in public af-- 1 gold and silver vases, statuettes and
in pairs in turrets. Looking indication of any irregularity, and a
ranged
then
the
use
isn't
of
much
was
knowledge
marked 55 in gram- the like. We see Rameses
afirs in 1856
at her bow-oone would think that serious illness may be averted. Foreward the to you.
mar, 60 in arithmetic and 65 in servides of his generals by
the
Florida
what is called super ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
a
had
hanging
True consistency is a jewel; and
Another man who is a
geography.
or double-decketurrets like kindneys and bladder to their normal
golden chain around their necks and the niOSt Charminsr urn man rlionlar the posed
.
noted historian received marks of 39 so on.
the Kearsarge and the Kentucky, but state and activity. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
11
i
in grammar, and 60 in arithmetic and
as a matter of fact there are only two
& Co.
"Conditions in Mexico when the
,
4..
t nvl tn
presumably other marks at home.
n each of
Sms
e turrets and
were
there
'f
the same. no mer
got
the second turret in the forepart of
Now the comet has become a trap Metals did not figure to any extent as
;ose-C0lorTHE SULTAN'S LIFE.
cnrtT
the ship is necessarily elevated on a
for the unwary in Chicago, the suc- money or Its equivalent. In the palace ed Yoslk
'What kind of life did that fierce old
theWI'Jows;
a
e
cessor to "the explosion on the lake of the emperor gold and silver was
so as to be able to fire Sultan of Turkey lead? "
his
but you can charact?rJby
often judge freeiy over the top of the foremast
front" in the robbery of careless or found in the shape of
"Oh, I presume it was of the harem-screacooking uten- a woman s lack of it by hers.
turret. There is a very formidable
bibulous ones, during early morning. sils, toilet articles, and wall
sort." June Smart Set.
coverings.
there is but one thing worse than secondary battery
It is more handy, no longer is it neces- Perhaps a small store of
composed of
gold and siland
that is incorrect knowl- teen five-incIf you are in need of anything, try
sary to entice a victim to the lake ver ingots was also discovered and so,
rapid firers four three
edge. Smart Set Magazine.
pounders, two one pounders and a a New Mexican WTant Ad.
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tve room house on
HJlt Kh.
Lower San Prancisco street. Inquire
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-

TO RKXT A. well furnished fro it.
room with use of bath.
Lady preferred. Inquire at office.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices ci Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
CIGAR SALESMAN W A X T E D Experience unnecessary. Sri' our brands
to the rettail trade. Pi pay. Write
for lull particulars
at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
To more thoroughly introduce our
choicest garden seeds we offer 10 full
Ifive cents packages for l'V,
postage
;paid:
1 Giant Russian
Sunflower
5c
1 Mammoth Flat
Dutch Cabbage,
asure header
5c
1 Black
5e
Spanish Winter Radish
1 Cuban Queen Watermelon
5c
I Rest Sugar Parsnip
5c
1
5c
Purple Top Globe Turnip
1 Acme Late Tomato
5c
1 Hubbard
5c
Squash
1 Rocky Ford
Cantaloupe Musk-melon

1

5c
5c

Golden Self Bleaching Celery

50c

This excellent, assortment valued at
half dollar for 10c.
With every order our 50 page catalogue sent free. If you will send with
your order names of five of your
friends
would be interested, we
will send you a package
of flower
eeds for each name.
E. W. FEE,
212-2C W. Lead
Ave.,
Albuquerque. X. M.
1

Professional Garon
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
CATRON

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
New Mexic

Office:

Santa Fe,

CATRON

&

and

Attorneys

-

-

-

Chas. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Santa

Fe.

1

1

A. B.

RENEHAN
Renehan

DAVIES
E. P. Daviet

&

Attorneys-at-La-

w

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.

specialty.

Santa Fe

New Mexico
G. W.

PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
Attorney

Anti-Smok-

2

HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-at-La-

w

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces,

-

-

-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and

U.

S.

Land

Offices.

Las Cruces

-

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Tas

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

2

d

3-- 1

vw"i

h

n

d

1Z

l

f T

J
I

super-structur-

h

I

'l

".I:

-

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
Santa Fe,
j?ew Mexico

....

SALE of timber, District No. 3, Albuquerque, N, M April 2K. KUO, Scaled bids
marked outside. "Bid, Tim bar Stile Application. April 15, 1910, Pecos National Forest"
will be received up to and
the
27th. day of May, 1910, fomll the merchantable dead timber standing or down and the
live timber marked for cattit)
Forest officers, located on two areas,by the
s

appre-PHtiii-

approximately 515 acres, to fie definitely designated before flitting beirlns-onin lot 2, and the SAV'j of the NRV,
ceuuon a: me otner in lot 6. the W 'fc of t he
aml 'W of 8 KM, Section 11:
S,,7;Section
W!a of hKV
10: WW N V. Section 15:
V 54 and
VA of NKii bu,tinn u. i...m.
lnT.16N.lt. 10 K.N. M P. M.. within the
Pecos National Forest, New
estimated to be 200,000 feet B. INf.Mexico;
of western
yellow pinesawtimher.
of less than $3.00 per 51. will be considered,
J" deposit of $200.00 nint be sent to the
New
'"k rituunai rsmiK, Albuquei-citiMexico, for each bid 'submitted to the
I'lStrict Forester, ft'lm ,..
...,ii,i
claims ts exempted from sale. The right to
cjrcii any aim an uicis is
further information and reserved. For
sale address Forest Supervisor,
governing
Pecos National Forest. Santa Fe.New
.
THKOIIORE S. WOOI.KKY
Jr. intm.
Mistrict Forester,

ny

nr

Atex-leo-
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institution of which they have the ed. The sand which filled the well Manuel Martinez and Anastacio
1,265 feet to the 500 foot level, ves. He also ordered the justice of
control and management are creatures
i
KER
the peace at Nacimiento, Celso Sando-Thof the Territory, have no existence in- has been washed out to the 1.0S5 leve-drill
and
has
been
broken
40
off
to present to his court a
feet
will,
the
of
val,
legislative
dependent
the surface.
constitute a mere agency or instruscript of all the records of the case
Sandoval committed Valverde
SUSTHNSGLAHCY mentality of the territorial govern- Chief Justice Pope to Deliver
Address Chief Justice to jail.
ment, so that all property acquired, mencement
It is alleged that Valverde was comheld, controlled or possessed by de- William H. Pope will deliver the com-- !
on a charge of destroying a
but
mitted
mencement
at
Roswell
address
the
can
property
he
nothing
Dismisses Condemnation Pro- fendants
of the Territory.
high school commencement on Friday fence belonging to a man named
2. There is no statutory authority
Rev. W. C. Alexander of millo and that he has been held there
ceedings of Street Railfor the taking by the plaintiff of the the Presbyterian church delivered the for some time. Valverde denies that
ne destroyed the fence, and in their
way Company
land described in its petition.
baccalaureate sermon to the class.
application for the writ Martinez and
.
The said land being the properRead Candelario's Ad Todav-rA- nd
ty of the Territory, this proceeding is you will perhaps think that Geroni- - Chavez allege that no offense against
L
an attempt to condemn and take ter- mo's band of Indians, after all, is go-- , the laws of the territory was
to be let loose on New Mexico, t!onPd in ,lhe writ of commitment on
ritorial property for railroad purposes,
'
whlch he was
law.
no
of
Prisoned. They also
is
there
which
authority
for
jCandelario announces special prices,
Great Western Town Company Judge Parker dismissed the con on bows and arrows,
war ailee that Valverde was denied an
demnation proceedings.
clubs and other things
used in a appeal to the district court, and that
Today Filed Incorpo,mmediate discharge
strenuous
makes a!they ask for
He
also
campaign.
ration Papers.
tlie
before
or
trial
n the
strict
announcement
about the
startling
(price of Navajo blankets per pound. Sround that (he is of extreme age and
'.His stoirp is known ns "Thp SiPn nf tnat hls health is suffering from his
Preparations are being completed
for the trip of Governor Mills and his
"rceu cuimuemeuL, m addition to
the Old Cart." which cart can be seen
From
Two.)
Page
(Continued
staff to Roswell this month. The ex!the mental angu:sh of tne alleSed
on top of the establishment.
ecutive and staff will leave Santa Fe
Mother's Day in the Schools To - legaI Wsonment
The Clarendon Gardens are reaay to
over the New .Mexico Central on the
"Mothmorrow, May 13, has been designated
supply white carnations for
morning of May 23. At Torrance, four er's Day."
as the day for the school children to SUBPOENA ISSUED
FOR WICKERSHAM.
special automobiles will await the
Newspaper for Belen S. Baca will pay special respect to their mothers,
party which expects to be in Roswoll establish a paper to be called "El Exercises will be held in the high
(Continued From Page One)
the same evening.
Conquist" at Belen, Valencia county. schol auditorium by the pupils be- Notary Public Appointed.
e
A. C. de Baca of Albuquerque, will be .ginning at 2:15 p. m. Parents
a famil
tter wlth the president
Alberto Garcia of Santa Fe, was tothe editor.
invited to attend them. Judge
cordially
d nQ concern of ourg j wag much
day appointed a notary public
by
Bridge in Danger The bridge over Morrison has been invited to deliver gratified that one concerning whom I
Governor Mills.
Dona the oration. Superintendent J. A.
Rio Grande at Canutillo,
the
thought so highly was to be given so
Incorporation.
in dan- iWood wil also speak. The territory
be
to
is
Ana
county,
reported
towere
filed
Incorporation papers
high a position and I am still gratified
of New Mexico will observe Mother's .over his annointment."
day in the office of Territorial Secre- ger from the high waters. A force of
Mr piles concluded his statement
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Great West- fifty men is at work riprapping the Day Sunday when special sermons will
ern Town Company of Phoenix, Ari- railroad embankment which is threat- be preached in the various churches that the President himself would veri- zona, with Xew Mexico headquarters ened. The crest of the flood will pass throughout the territory.
all that he (Mr. Piles) had said.
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday fy
at Raton, Colfax county. The incor- El Paso on Saturday.
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
s
& Co. Readers of the
porators, directors and officers arer
Raps College Snobs Word has been;
J. V. O'Brian, president and treas- New Mexican are requested to notice
urer, and F. A. Smith, secretary. The the change of advertisement of the received here that Stanton S. Griffis,
New Mexico agent is R. C. Alford of
& Co. Who have hardware who graduates this year from Cornell
HOW THEY STAND.
Raton. The capitalization is $30,000 in a great variety and many things of and who has spent his summers in
deIhe
has
divided into 5.000 shares.
usefulness to resident, tourist or the great southwest which
National League.
Now is the time to get scribed as "God's Country" has won '
National Guard Resignation.
sportsman.
Won. Lost P. C
the $100 Woodford prize for oratory
Press of other business has com- ready for that trout fishing.
12
.70G
...
,
Pittsburg
Horticultural Meeting Tonight A at Cornell University, in New York New York ... .
8
13
.619
pelled Captain John B. Enfield of
state.
Griffiis
Mr.
is
the son of the Pln'lQrlol.iliiei
Ifl
7
.588
Eddy county, to resign from the meeting of the Horticultural Society
National Guard. The resignation was will be held this evening at S o'clock Rev. William Elliot Griffis, noted lec
S
.579
received today by Adjutant General at the offices of the Santa Fe Water turer, traveler, writer, and authority Cincinnati
8
8
.500
Brookes and accepted by Governor and Light Company. Al! citizens are on the far east. Young Griffis was
7
11
Boston
.389
of the college daily paper
invited to attend as further steps are
Mills.
7
14
.
Brooklyn
to be taken for a horticultural fair this year, and besides being a mem-- j St. Louis .
District Court.
13
6
.316
ber of the Theta Delta Clii fraternity
In the district court for Torrance this fall.
American
'was a member of many of the promiLeague.
county, suit was filed this forenoon
Game The nent
Took First Bowling
Won. Lost P. C.
varsity clubs. In his oration
by Attorney Charles R. Easley for Lightning Express took the first game
4
.12
.750
...
...
Philadelphia
Griffis
severely raps snobbishness at
Felix Gurule vs. Chaves and wife, to of the series last
at bowling
6
12
Cleveland
.667
night
and
declares
time
that
it
college
high
secure possession and title to a town 17C8 to 1G09. The Santa Fe Fire de8
.619
.......13
for college men to find out that col- - Detrolt
lot at Estancia.
7
10
.588
partment will try to even up matters ;lege honors after all are "tinsel and New York
on next Tuesday. High score 177 by
Judge Parker Sustains Territory.
10
10
.500
come out 5?ton
paste." Griffis will
8
In district court at Las Cruces, F. W. Mackie. High average 156, by to New Mexico or probably
9
.471
Arizona this sum- - Chicago
6
.273
16
Judge Frank W. Parker, has sustaine-e- F. W. Mackie.
mer to spend part of his vacation and Washington
3
St. Louis ...
.17G
14
the contention of Attorney General
Keep the Plaza Clean Complaint is to look over the opportunitiesforj
Frank W. Clancy, who opposed the made that thoughtless people enjoy- fruit raising.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
condemnation proceedings of the Tex- ing the shade of the plaza litter it up
National League.
as, New Mexico and Pacific railway, with candy boxes, newsapers, orange ANTONIO VELARDE CHARGES
Boston at St. Louis,
for portions of the Agricultural Col- peelings and other dirt. The Woman's
ILLEGAL IMPRISONMENT.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
lege grounds over which part of the Board of Trade asks people to be
New York at Chicago.
two mile street railway from the
considerate enough not to litter up the
Judge Ira A. Abbott yesterday at
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
Park depot to certain suburban park with all sorts of debris.
Albuquerque ordered a writ of habeas
American League.
lots, was planned to be built. AttorOperations at Camp City Stop-W- ork corpus to be issued calling on Candi-dat Washington.
Chicago
ney General Frank W. Clancy on beon the oil well of the SacramenG. Gonzales to produce in his court
'St. Louis at Boston,
half of the Territory contended:
to Deep Well Association at Camp Antonio Valverde, in response to an
Detroit at New York.
1. The nominal defendants and the
City, Otero county, has been suspend i application for the said writ from
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Cha-hol- e,
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Save

dz wrappers from our Oranges send

1

cent stamps and wrappers
Growers Exchange. Chicago
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

to

111.,
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6--

f

j

California Fruit
aLd get a nice

1

j

men-lin- g

i

!

--

tom-tom-
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Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in

F. ANDREWS

I.

MM

Jara-evenin-

STRAWBERRIES

PllOIie NO.

n

i

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

j

Com-'whe-

GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a

e

tran-fro-

j

NU.

crt

j

Minor City Topics
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f
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j
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EMBR0IPER1ES

LACES

SALE

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

i

i

.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THrCM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

j

Wood-Davi-

CO

BASEBALL.

i
-

Wood-Davi- s

j
j

..

Ar-tesi-

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

edito-

r-in-chief

'

YRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mjrr.

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

corricics hack line kkskv

1 MM) I LLAbb

Buggies and Saddle Horses

HACK SERVICE
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II 2000 Phamplets Mailed to

Good Dressers
n

Read Them

I

Jl ill

1

IjM

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds betteralways get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.

f

CLOTHES IS
GOOD TAILORING

mi
r

tin:

'if

(,

mmmm
3

i

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
.the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money

'V

:!

IS

A TRADE!

can employ.

IbF1- -'

With-al-

f

V

-

rfVi''.f

l

our prices are not unreasonable when we say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

o

These Prices will run for

"(Q)'8

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

f

